


Director

Bhargavi Gundala, the Director of Dhi Artspace, is an artist, gallerist and 
avid collector of contemporary Indian art. She received training in 
printmaking from S N School of Arts and Communication, University of 
Hyderabad. Her willingness to be a support to the young artists in the 
early years of their career encouraged her to create a space for 
exchanges and interactions. And hence, Dhi Artspace was envisioned 
and came into its physical existence in October 2014. 

About Dhi Artspace
Dhi Artspace was envisioned as an incubator for young talents and a seamless space for dialogue on contemporary art that 
represents the emerging artists. An empirical centre for art-lovers and collectors, the gallery is committed to creating a 
discourse on art; with curated shows and a variety of workshops, exhibitions, talks, interactive sessions and mentorship 
programmes that challenge the existing metric. Founded in 2014, Dhi Artspace is centrally located in the city of Hyderabad, 
with the gallery having the finest display facility and a fully equipped printmaking studio open for the art practitioners.
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Arjun Das

‘My experience of working in a small dhaba (restaurant) gave me an opportunity to closely examine the behavior and

sociology of a section of migrated community of poor labourer. Objects ranging from spaces like the kitchen, washroom,

market, private room architectural spaces etc. are like disparate data, irreconcilable in nature, yet put together, forming an

irrational juxtaposition. The whole idea lies in the act of experiencing a shift of the considered objects from the ordinary

context to the sculptural/ artistic periphery.’

After completing post-graduation in Fine Arts with specialization in Sculpture from Rabindra Bharati University, Kolkata he

has been part of many residency programmes including Arbeitsgruppe Gasteatelier Krone, Switzerland (6 months) and

Piramal Art Residency in 2019. He was one of the participants in YS Youth South Asia Young Subcontinent, Serendipity,

Goa. Arjun, based in Kolkata, has exhibited his works in many group shows.



















Jagadeesh Tammineni
‘I hail from Kottavalasa, a village in Andhra Pradesh, which is going through a process of rapid modernization since the 
recent past. While aspiring to a ‘modern’ status the place, like any other places in India, is losing its moral values, nurtured
for ages. In this context, Gandhiji, the ‘Father of the Nation’, appears in my work as the protagonist figure of nation-building, 
whose values and words can still guide the people on the path of compassion and non-violence.’

Trained as a printmaker, Jagadeesh is exploring different techniques of printmaking for more than a decade now. His works 
have been showcased in some of the major exhibitions in India and Korea, including 9th Bharat Bhavan International 
Biennale of Print Art, Bhopal (2011); ‘Between the Lines’, India Habitat Center, New delhi (2012), NGMA, Bangalore and 
Mumbai (2013); ‘The Emerging Canvas II’, International Art Fair, Korea (2013) and Serendipity Arts Festival, Goa (2017) 
among others. He has been part of many workshops and residency programmes. Jagadeesh received his Master’s Degree 
from M. S. University, Baroda (2012). 













Murali Chinnasamy
‘In my works, there is no premeditation on well-formed shapes, but rather a spontaneous process of laying bare the 
subconscious, in an attempt to make the underground take form. My inspirations are elements of nature in my surroundings. 
My works have been influenced by a range of textures from the fibres on a coconut shell to the rings of a slaughtered tree to
the details of ancient temples of India.’

Murali Chinnasamy, a Chennai-based artist, graduated in printmaking at Government College of Fine Arts, Chennai (2006) and 
later joined Maharaja Sayajirao University, Baroda and received his Master’s Degree in 2014. He has participated in several 
national and international group exhibitions and art camps. 





















Ravi Chunchula

‘As a visual art practitioner I enrich and update my visual vocabulary with the everyday imageries and the ongoing crisis of

pandemic is no exception in that sense. The unprecedented time faced by the people across the globe is overflowing with

new visuals, symbols and morphed news of all sorts. I portray all these happenings with a tinge of satire and humor.’

Based in Hyderabad, Ravi has been part of several group shows and collaborations. His work was commissioned by the

Ministry of Culture, India. He obtained Bachelor’s degree (2010) from S. V. College, Osmania University, Hyderabad and

Master’s degree (2012) from S. N. School of Arts and Communication, University of Hyderabad.















Sumana Som

‘Throughout the human history people imagined, reimagined and reshaped the space in accordance to their social, cultural, 
political, economic and environmental status. A map defines a space that endows the ownership and authority to the owner on 
that very space. It shows many signs and symbols, including social and political agenda and events. My recent endeavours delve 
into this political act of mapping and defining space.’

The artistic practice of Sumana, a Hyderabad-based PhD research scholar and practicing artist, includes different techniques of 
embroidery, stitching, knitting, pintograph and drawing. She has completed her post-graduation studies from S. N. School of Arts 
and Communication (2013). She has participated in several group shows in India and abroad. Sumana is the recipient of 
prestigious 55th National award, Lalit Kala Academy, Delhi (2014); Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation Grants (2016) and 
Swinburne University Postgraduate Research Award (SUPRA), Australia (2018).
















